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Abstract: Text detection and optical character recognition (OCR) in images is a new challenging area in the
fields of computer vision (CV), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine learning (ML). Knowledge integration
in recognition of optical characters (KROC) is merger of CV, AI and ML fields. Its main function is to increase
the accuracy rate of existing OCR tools in the domain of character recognition, spell checking and knowledge
integration. KROC take images or image based PDF files to fetch data content and uses set of templates to
separate one character from the other. For many images or PDF files KROC is more accurate, efficient and
optimistic method.
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INTRODUCTION letter “O” and number “0” which decreases the

Before starting the world war two, scientists started can also be confused among “0” and “O” then decides
to develop an automated system that will digitize the old from the context about the letter.
documents, because there was necessary requirement of To resolve OCR errors, in 1961 [2] it was made
commercial venture. Initially OCR tools were categorized essential to add the Spell Checker in OCR process. 
in two ways i.e. expanding telegraph and development The objective of this paper is to develop a system
device for blind. that incorporates the knowledge in text after extracting the

In 1914 Emanuel Goldberg built a system which read text from images. OCR is the acronym of optical character
letterings  and  translate  it into telegraph code. Later on, recognition, But state of the art OCR tools are facing
in Germany in 1929 the development of OCR was started. many problems in the process of recognition of text. the
In 1949, Radio Corporation America developed the first responsibility of OCR is to digitize the documents or
primitive computer type OCR to help blinds and their convert image based document into text based
devices translate printed text into machine language then document(s). It is widely used to transform images into
It translate it into speech, but it’s much expensive. In text based documents so that we can query the document
about 1950 machine was developed the called Gismo, to extract the specific information. The main problems
which could read 23 alphabet of English language, which which OCR faces from start are different types of paper
was the first commercial OCR system in the world. And quality, ink material used, color scheme, background noise
after this in 1965, Reader's Digest and Radio Corporation and the different font used. Existing OCR tools do not
America work together and developed the system which give the accurate output, because they are font limited
translated the serial number into digitized form on and other factors which have been explained above which
Reader’s Digest [1]. affect the OCR performance. Our main objective is to

Since beginning OCR tools are facing many problems develop an OCR system that not only recognize the text
like the letter “0” may be translated into letter “O”. from images but also perform spell correction using
Because while analyzing the string of characters together existing spell checking algorithm and knowledge
with letter and number there is little bit difference between integration. KROC is divided into two main sections. 

performance of the tools. Even sometimes human being
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Motivation and Scope: In order to maintain historical or
official data which is deteriorating day by day, may get
damaged in any disaster, too much space is required to
store paper documents and searching is very difficult task
to retrieve certain information. Due to the low printing
quality that is not long lasting and the error-prone images,
existing OCR tools do not meet the quality requirements
desired by the most of the user organizations. In historic
documents the error rate is increased because background
noise produced in paper material and faded text.

Literature Review: In 2008 a custom rule based system
was purposed by Grover et al for person and place names
on two sections of British Parliament records. Many of the
problems were explained which were faced by NER
system. Two problems were detected results from OCR
artifacts and the nature of sources themselves which were
archaic, like with body text, marginal notes combination,
quoting rules with multi lines and capitalization of
common nouns [3]. There are a number of techniques
used for optical character recognition which uses
correlation and neural networks. The main area to Fig. 1: Flow Diagram
consider is that these systems support recognition of
English language characters with least error rate, but it is
hard to implement on other languages like Hindi, Telugu
and Tamil etc [7]. Fig. 2: RGB to gray to binary

Implementation Section: At the first step text is extracted
from images. The process of extraction of raw text is
shown in Fig. 1.

Step: 1 Input (Image Acquisition): The file is provided as
input in various image formats like jpeg, bmp, png and in Fig. 3: Extract Rows
PDF format. When file is in PDF format, it may contain
multiple images. Images are retrieved from the files for Step: 3 Extract Rows from Images: The binary image
further processing. contains only two values 1 and 0, 1 denotes the area

Step: 2 Pre-Processing: Pre-processing is the most image. For separating the rows, start to count the pixel
important step to recognize characters because in this value rows wise from top left corner, where the text written
phase image would be prepared so that text can be the pixel’s value will be 1 and otherwise value will be 0.
recognized with highly possible accuracy. In pre- Pick up the pixels which values are 1’s.
processing image is transform into gray image if it is RGB
image. The transformation of RGB to gray scale, hue and Step: 4 Morphology: Morphology is the method that is
saturation would be eliminating while preserving the used for examining the image components for shape
luminance. After the transformation RGB to Grey Scale, representation. Boundaries and antonym of object can
image is converted into binary format for further process also be detected by these components. For processing
but before converting grey scale image into binary image, the image, these operations are basically used for both pre
there is need to calculate grey Thresh hold, for transforms and post processing steps that include edge thinning,
gray scale image into binary image. thickening, region filling, pruning, etc.

where the text written while 0 shows the blank area in
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Bwmorph(image_line, 'thin');

Thinning is a morphological operation that is used to
remove selected foreground pixels from binary images, in Fig. 4: Extract letters
this mode it is commonly used to tidy up the output of
edge detectors by reducing all lines to single pixel
thickness. Thinning is normally only applied to binary
images and produces another converted binary image as
output.

1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 becomes 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 

Bwmorph(image_line, 'spur'); Fig. 6: Resize Letter

'spur' removes spur pixels. For example,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 becomes 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Fig. 7: Numerical Representation of Correlation

Step: 5 Extract Letter from Image: After extracting the
rows from the image, this stage receives extracted rows
from the above stage. At this step letters are extracted as
shown in Fig. 4 extract letters. For separating letters, start
counting the pixels column wise value from top left corner,
where the letter written contains the pixel value 1 or
otherwise pixel value 0. Pick up the pixels which values are
1’s.

Step: 6 Morphology (Thick):

bwmorph(image,'thick');

Step: 7 Resize Letter: Before the correlation it is need to
resize the extracted letter so that correlation would be
perform as in Fig. 5 Resize Letter.

Step: 8 Correlation: In the process of recognizing text
from the image, this step is the most significant step.
Correlation find out how much relate two alphabets which
is described in Fig. 6 Numerical Representation of
Correlation.

Implementation Section 2: In the second section of
implementation the spell correction is performed. After
analyzing of OCR output it is found that OCR not only
recognizes  characters  wrongly  but  also there is problem Fig. 8: Spell checking Flow Diagram

Fig. 5: Extract letter
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Table 1: Compare with transym OCR [4], Boxoft OCR [5]
KROC Transym OCR Boxoft OCR

Image no. Image type Total words --------------------------------- Correctly recognized words ----------------------------------
1 Scanned 95 93 87 89
2 Scanned 136 135 128 130
3 Colored 36 35 3 6
4 Not-scanned 76 75 73 72

in space identification between two words so there is shows  that  OCR  accuracy  is  increased  by  including
possibility that words can be merged or split and there is the spell checker and context into the proposed system.
also need to check words with look ahead policy and In this paper simplest form of this is discussed. In the
character by character. The process of spell checking is future more research will be carried out to digitize the old
shown in Fig. 7 Spell checking Flow Diagram. judicial records, land records which may contain many

Step 1: Load Dictionary: The first step in the process of they don’t exist in dictionaries.
spell checking is to load dictionary into the system.

Check If Word Is Correct: In second step, pick up next
word and compare it with dictionary words, if its match is 1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_character_reco
found then pick up the next word otherwise call Step 3: gnition.

Search Closest: If the word is not found in dictionary cs.stanford.edu> Senior Research Scientist Emeritus,
then there is need to search its neighbor in the dictionary Stanford University 2011 May.
if the founded neighbor has the edit distance with search 3. Comparison of Named Entity Recognition tools for
term less then thresh hold then replace otherwise check raw OCR text.
the search term by character. 4. Kepa Joseba Rodriquez, Mike Bryant, Tobias Blanke,

Check by Char: This stage receives the search term and 5. http://www.transym.com/index.htm
checks it character by character. 6. http://www.boxoft.com/free-ocr/

Check by Look Ahead Poilcy: At this step search term Deepthi, 2012. “A review on the various techniques
would search in dictionary with taking the next search used  for  optical   character   recognition”.
term. Internation Journal of Engineering Researchand

C Losest Word: If the search term not satisfies in all the www.ijera.com. 2(1): 659-662.
above stages then its closest neighbor is chosen and
replaced, no matter what the distance search term has its
neighbor.

Comparison:

CONCLUSION

We have concisely analyzed the current technologies
which are in use for recognizing the text in images. A large
number of suggested algorithms and techniques are
available for extracting text. This implementation describes
the text extraction and performs spell correction on
extracted text. The suggested implementation is tested
with several different images. The experiment which is
explained above satisfies the practical needs. The results

technical terms that usually we do not use in daily life or
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